Preparation and drug retention of biodegradable chitosan gel beads.
Chitosan (CS) gel beads containing drug could be prepared in amino acid solutions of pH about 9, despite the requirement for a pH above 12 for gelation in water. This phenomenon was observed not only in amino acid solutions but also in solutions of compounds having amino groups. A solute concentration of more than 10% was required for preparation of gel beads at pH 9. Gelation of the CS beads required about 25 to 40 min, depending on the species of amino acid. Lidocaine hydrochloride (LC) as a model drug was retained in the beads to about 20 to 35% of the theoretical total amount, despite being a water-soluble drug. The release of LC from the CS gel beads was prolonged. The release pattern was not affected by the species of amino acid or CS, or the preparation time.